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Answer the followinq questions.

a. (i) At what displacement of SHO is the energy half kinetic and half potential energy.
(ii) What is the fraction of the total energy of SHO is kinetic and what fraction potential when the

displacement is half the amplitude. 6 marksl

b. An object oscillates with simple harmonic motion along the x axis. Its position varies with time according to

the equation

r: (s.oo *)r"r(lrt - 
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where t is in seconds and the angles in the parentheses are in radians.
i. Determine the amplitude, frequency, and period of the motion.
ii. Calculate the velocity and acceleration of the object at any time t.
iii. Using the results of part (b), determine the position, velocity, and acceleration of the object at t = lsec.

iv. Determine the maximum speed and maximum acceleration of the object. .L_ _:lg_l*,t
v .F i nd thed i sp |acemen to f t heob jec tbe tween t=0and1sec . f f (6 marksl

c. In the corresponding figure, the length of string (L) is 3m.
Find the frequency of wave in each case a,b and c.
Note the velocity of wave is constant for all cases and equal to 300 m/s. (6 marks)

a. Show the mathematical representation of damped electrical oscillation (tRC Circuit) with distinguishing
between the possible three cases (over-damped, critically damped and under-damped). (6 marks)

b. A 750 g block oscillates on the end of a spring whose force constant is k: 56.0 N/m. The mass moves in a
fluid which offers a resistance force F : -bv, where b = 0.162N.s/m. (a) What is the period of the motion' (b)
What is the fractional decrease in amplitude per cycle and (c) Write the displacement as a function of time if t
= 0, x = 0, and at t = 1.00 s, x = 0.120.m. (6 marks)

c. i) Drive the expression of velocity for transverse wave traveling through a certain cord under tensiln. ii) Is
the velocity of wave increased, if you use denser cord? (6 marks)

a. i) what is the physical meaning of beating phenomenon?
ii) Drive the expression of the beat frequency. (6 marksl

The intensity of a particular earthquake wave is measured tobe2.2xl06 Wm2 at a distance of 100Km from the
source. (a) What was the intensity when it passed a point only 4.0Km from the source? (b) What was the total
power passing through an area of 5.0m2 at a distance of 4.0Km? 6 marks)
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c. True or false with exPlain:

i) The following figure shows the intensity distribution for the interference fringes from

frequency and amPlitude.

c' How you can determine the wavelength of light source using Newton's rings experiment?

I 
tilil:,':::::i":t::T:::::l:"at tfe o**""":l-'-leen fringes are equa'v spaced. rc-m"ks)tv uaurn$lb' A bat at rest sends out ultrasonic sound waves at 50KHz and receives the then returned from an objectmoving away from it at 25mls'what is the received ,ound frrquency? (speed of sound io ai,. is r+Jm rs) (6 marksrc' A screen is placed 50'0 cm from a single slit, which is illuminated with 690 nm light. If the distance betweenthe first and third minima in the diffraclion pattern i, r.oo-*., what is the width olth* stit? 6 murks)Question 5

a' what is the difference between the phenomenon of interference and diffraction.
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